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Quick Draw Adds New Progressive Jackpot, Double BULLSEYE, 
and New E-Z Play Option 

 
TRENTON (March 1, 2024) – Starting March 4, all Quick Draw players get more chances to win big prizes with 
a free Progressive Jackpot chance on every ticket and a new Double BULLSEYE option for huge payouts on 
BULLSEYE numbers. E-Z Play makes it easier to get in the game for casual players – just match more numbers 
for bigger prizes in this exciting game with drawings every four minutes. 
 
Quick Draw Progressive Jackpot 
At no additional cost to the player, a set of nine “Your Jackpot Numbers” (01-80) are randomly selected and 
printed at the bottom of every ticket. If all nine of your numbers were selected in the Quick Draw drawing, 
the ticket wins a portion of the Progressive Jackpot based on the amount wagered per draw. A $1 wager per 
draw ticket wins 10% of the jackpot, a $2 wager per draw ticket wins 20% of the jackpot, and so on. Any ticket 
with $10 wager per draw or higher will be eligible to receive 100% of the jackpot. 
 
Double BULLSEYE 
Double BULLSEYE introduces a third add-on for players looking for huge payouts. At the conclusion of each 
Quick Draw drawing, one of the 20 numbers selected will be designated as the red BULLSEYE and one will be 
designated as the green Double BULLSEYE. A ticket with the Double BULLSEYE add-on selected will win bonus 
prizes on matching either BULLSEYE and/or Double BULLSEYE numbers. The Double BULLSEYE add-on triples 
the cost of the base wager. 
 
E-Z Play 
When a player asks for an E-Z play, the terminal will randomly generate a ticket where the number of spots 
AND the corresponding numbers are selected for them. E-Z Play can be purchased at $1, $5, and $10 and does 
not offer any add-ons. E-Z Play tickets are eligible for the Progressive Jackpot. 
 
Visit NJLottery.com/QuickDraw for more information. 
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